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# Excellent Training
# Recommended by GTI Magazine

# Dutch Chris Moyer
# Trigger Time, North Carolina
# 30.10.-31.10.021
# The Gunfighter Awakens
# Combined 2-day Pistol/Rifle

# Sniper Unknown Challenge
# GTI # Barnwell, SC (USA)
# 23.10. - 24.10 2021
# Click image to learn more…

# GTI #Barnwell, SC (USA)
# 13.12. - 19.12. 2021
# Click image to learn more…

# GTI # Ken Witt
# Summerville PD, SC (USA)
# 01-11. - 05.11. 2021
# SWAT Team Leader Course
# Click image to learn more…

# 88 Tactial # LE Sniper Advanced
# Tekamah, NE (USA)
# 20.10. - 22.10.2021
# Click image to learn more…

# # Jason Kelly #C2T2 LLC
# Culpeper, VA (USA)
# Close Quarter Pistol/Rifle Integration
# 23.10. - 24.10. 2021
# Click image to learn more…

# Recommended by GTI Magazine

# Wodan Security International Bodyguard Conference 2022

Ralf Kassner, founder of Wodan Security Germany, has
confirmed that there will be another International Bodyguard
Conference in 2022.
Wodan Security‘s International Bodyguard Conference (IBC) is
an industry leading event for tactical training in Europe.
IBC events take place over several days with a line-up of
various instructors to cover crucial aspects of real-life
operations.
Fred Mastro and Walter Bizzarri (Universal Shield USA) have
already confirmed to be instructors on the IBC 2022…
We will keep you updated!

# Click an image to learn more…

Registration for IBC 2022 will be open to professional
operators, only!

# Click on image to sign up now

#Tactical Tracking # Talon Wilkinson # Tactical Tracker Training School
In the past, tracking was a skillset only possessed by
those who had received training in the military or was
minutely discussed in woodland courses that covered a
variety of other primary topics.
In the present, visual tracking has grown in popularity in
the law enforcement community over the past decade and
can now be found from a variety of training venues and
vendors across the globe.
As the desire to learn to track has increased in the law
enforcement community, so has the misconceptions about
the process, the skill set, and the benefits trained trackers
can offer their agency.
One of the most frustrating expressions we hear as
Tracking Instructors from within our own community
is “Tracking is Tracking.”
While it is true that the fundamentals of tracking are
the same no matter what terrain or environment you
are applying them to; the phrase is usually said to
dismiss other venues of training.

That line of thought is detrimental to the industry. We as
Tracking Instructors should be encouraging our students in th
Law Enforcement community to seek as much training as
possible,
whether it is from our own company or others. You would nev
hear a Firearms Instructor or SWAT Instructor say that their
course was the only course that officers needed to take to be
proficient in that skill, and tracking should be no different.
Basic tracking fundamentals only provide the student the bas
knowledge to track.

After a five-day course, the officer should feel confident that
tracking works and is real. The officers should feel confident
that they can track an individual through varying terrains, but
the officers should also realize that to become a proficient
tracker they will need as much training as possible in the
months and years to come.

After a five-day course, the officer should feel confident that
tracking works and is real. The officers should feel confident
that they can track an individual through varying terrains, but
the officers should also realize that to become a proficient
tracker they will need as much training as possible in the
months and years to come.

# Click image to learn more…

# Recommended by Jack Carr

Icarus Precision ACE
365 XL PMM PRO
"Gen 2" A.C.E. 365 Hybrid
XL Parker Mountain Machine
“PMM” Pro Grip
Module Details: The "Gen 2"
A.C.E. 365 Hybrid XL PMM
Pro grip module EXCLUSIVE
is designed for seamless
integration of the newest
generation of PPM's P365
Micro JTTC & Barrel Combo
when paired with the
standard length P365 slide.
As with all of Icarus "A.C.E."
grip modules, the "Gen 2"
A.C.E. 365 XL PMM Pro
module is machined from
billet 7075 aluminum to be
an upgrade for the Sig Sauer
OEM standard polymer
P365 XL grip module that
truly customizes your
everyday carry.

# Coming May 31
2022

# Jack Carr: Former Navy SEAL and four times
New York Times Bestseller List author

# Click image to learn more…

#Counter-Terrorism #Intelligence

# Fred Burton #Intelligence
# Hezbollah‘s War Against America
And It‘s Global Reach Of Terror

As a state sponsor of terror, Hezbollah’s reach is
indeed global. I’ve seen this first-hand. In the
1980s, the terrorist group seemed always to be one
step ahead and we had a hard time figuring out
their main players and actors. Rarely, if ever, did we
forecast their next move.
The organization certainly has the capability to
strike Western or Israeli interests around the globe,
if desired. But, there are also constraints; if any act
of terror could be directly attributed to their
actions, there would be reprisals. Sheikh Hassan
Nasrallah, their leader, knows this.

# Fred Burton

# Click images to learn more…

DSS special agent
Fred Burton,
somewhere over the
North Atlantic, on a
USAF military
special air mission
(SAM) with freed
American hostage
David Jacobsen.

Some intelligence services watch the group better
than others, i.e., the Israeli MOSSAD. From a tactical
perspective, the penetration of the organization has
always been tough due to a range of tradecraft
reasons.
To be blunt, we lacked the human intelligence assets
to find Bill Buckley in 1984, the kidnapped station
chief, and the other Western hostages (to include
German hostages). It was an intelligence failure on
the part of many Western intelligence services.
I think about that pretty much every day. We should
have done more.

# Click image to learn more about
“Beirut Rules“ on Amazon

# Click images to learn more…

# Tony Blauer # Are You Really Safer Because You Carry?

Often when violent attacks occur, tons of
people answer “that is why I carry” or
“that is why we need guns.”
But are you really safer just because you
carry a weapon?
Hear me out…
____________
I’m cool with you carrying a mechanical
weapon if you're also a human weapon!
1) Unless your weapon is in your hand at the
time of an attack, you still need to weather
the ambush (both psychological and
physical).
2) Depending on the nature of the attack
(aggression/proximity/etc.) you will still
need to recalibrate your mind and body,
then assess, then move. [That’s why
understanding neuroscience is important.]
During a sudden attack at extreme close
quarters, your body’s survival system can
override executive function, limiting access
to your learned complex motor skills.
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These pictures (above) are from our SPEAR
System Concealed Carry Combatives course
(C3)
In these drills, YOU are the primary weapon
system and your firearm (or knife) is your
backup. You need to be able to weather the
emotional ambush (fear) as well as the
physical (the assault).
This is the formula for safety during an
extreme close-quarter ambush:
1) Weather the ambush, if you don't
accomplish that there is no next move!
2) Manage the fear spike - we teach a
specific system around the neuroscience of
fear and how it influences movement and
decision-making.
3) Convert the flinch - this is the bread and
butter of our tactical system.
4) Regain emotional & psychological
balance - mindset and resiliency are key to
making good decisions while under duress.

# Tony Blauer # Are You Really Safer Because You Carry?
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Note: this formula is ‘principle based’
designed for 'extreme close quarters’ - if you
can break contact, get to cover, those are
obvious options, the scenario must dictate.
This course and drill sequence are for when
you are stuck within arms reach.
I sincerely hope this inspired you to dig into
our research more, especially if you’re LEO,
military, or concealed carry holder.

5) Engage the threat using primal gross
motor movements [not complex motor
skills] … when you flinch your hands will
move to protect your head, so unless
your gun is in your hand already it's
actually moving further from your
holster, this reality needs to be
integrated into this type of scenario
training.
6) When you are emotionally and
psychologically in control of yourself and
physically dominating your opponent,
transition to your backup weapon prematurely going to your weapon could
prove costly depending on the nature of
the attack.

# If you want to learn more about my
research on fear, click on the image above.
One last thing:
When I began researching this in the 80s,
I was fascinated by the speed and power of
the startle-flinch response.
I figured out a way to weaponize the flinch
and create a spontaneous conversion to
sudden violence based on neuroscience.
I then spent decades studying and refining
what is now known as the SPEAR System.

# Click the image if you’d like
to HOST A CLASS!

We have programs for the military, law
enforcement, public safety, martial artists,
and the general public.

# Click image to learn more

# Click image to learn more

# James Stejskal
# Special Forces Berlin and the Beginnings of
Counter Terror Ops and CQB in the US Army

We were located in Berlin, the “Outpost of Freedom” as it
was called in the western press. There were only a few of
us Special Forces types in the city, a small fraction of the
12,000 American, British, and French — the Allies —
stationed there. That was an even smaller fraction of the
roughly 1,000,000 Soviet and East German troops
surrounding us.

It was the height of the Cold War
between NATO and the Warsaw Pact.
Berlin was the focal point of that
struggle, although many bloodier
skirmishes took place elsewhere around
the world.
Our mission in Berlin was secret. We
were known to the outside world as
Detachment “A” or Det “A” for short.
The classified designation was Special
Forces (SF) Berlin. This unique SF unit
had been stationed in Berlin since 1956
waiting for the moment when the Cold
War might turn hot.
If conflict did come, SF Berlin was tasked
to disrupt Soviet rear area security and
slow the advance of the Warsaw Pact’s
forces towards Western Europe.
The men of the unit had to be experts
not only in unconventional warfare but
urban operations as well. It was a tall
order for 90 men posted 110 miles
behind enemy lines. The odds weren’t
good but we accepted them.

# Click an image to learn more

Day-to-day life was always interesting — training for special
operations under the nose of the enemy was a challenge.
The men became consummate professionals at war in the
shadows, much like their predecessors in the Office of
Strategic Services.
They had to work under cover using esoteric intelligence
tradecraft skills taught by case officer instructors from the
Agency. Wearing an American army uniform was not part of
the mission, but wearing someone else’s was. Very good
language ability and an intimate
knowledge of local customs was mandatory. Of course there
were other unique tasks to learn like where and how to cross
East German border defenses without being shot.

# Daniel Defense

The MK18 is our most
popular rifle and pistol and
for good reason.
The legendary MK18 was
designed for the SOCOM
and has been implemented
in conflicts around the
globe for the last ten years.
Designed to be rugged and
bombproof with
unmatched reliability and
accuracy the MK18 is the
perfect CQB firearm.

# Click an image to learn more

# Tanto‘s Toolbox
# PAMAX Tactical - L.I.O.N.
Training Device - Battleline
Edition
Store/PAMAX Tactical
(Low Impact Ordnance NonLethal) is a BFD (Blank Firing
Device) designed for training and
simulation sports.
$259.99

The L.I.O.N. or (Low Impact Ordnance Non-Lethal)
is a BFD (Blank Firing Device) designed for
training and simulation sports. The device is
proudly manufactured 100% in the United States
sourced from high grade aluminum and 416
stainless steel that we use with the manufacturing
of our firearm parts and accessories. Our L.I.O.N.
V1 was engineered with proprietary components
that surpass any competing device in both
durability and functionality. The PAMAX offers
simplicity while retaining realism and real-world
application. By design the firing mechanism is
robust to ensure reliability and detonation even
after extended use.
The L.I.O.N. V1 is designed for military, law
enforcement and civilians that wish to add a safe
and inexpensive diversionary device to training
and simulation sporting events.

Specs:
Manufactured from CNC Aluminum & 416
Stainless Steel
Multi-caliber in .209 primer and 9mm
Blanks
Battleline Tactical logo laser engraved on
the side of the device
Multiple Cerakote Color Options Available
Detonates on firm impact 360 degrees.
Robust Firing Mechanism for Extended
Reliable Use
Backed by the PAMAX Warranty
Device Dimensions 1.975" W x 5.62" H
# Click an image to learn more
Shipping within the United States Only

The L.I.O.N. V1 features a realistic pull pin
activation which detonates 360 degrees on
impact. The device is multi-caliber and can be
loaded with the user’s option of an inexpensive
.209 Shotgun Primer or a 9mm Blank. The .209
Primer option produces an adequately loud output
while the 9mm option adds a higher noise output
option for the use in outdoor scenarios.

# Daniel Jirasek • 3GunDaniel
I have one last tip for the newer competition
Competitive Shooting: What I wish
shooter. I see all the time that newer shooters tend
someone had told me when I was to group together and squad away from the top
competitors.
getting started!
Part 3 of 3

I know this is partly because they don’t want to look
silly or embarrass themselves in front of these
competition shooting veterans in their bright jerseys
and top dollar guns and gear (color coordinated of
course).
I know that, because that was my reason, years ago!
I know it’s also sometimes just out of fear that they
will slow down the squad or get in the way. Throw
those ideas away! You have just as much a right to
be there and shoot as the guy who eventually walks
with the top trophy!
In truth the competition shooting community is 99%
incredibly welcoming, accommodating and
mentoring of newer competitors. And that’s due to
the incredibly high caliber of people in this sport.
The real reason I am suggesting that newer shooters
purposely squad and shoot with the more
experienced and successful competitors is simple
and true. That’s how you get better the fastest.
Overcome those inhibitions and jump in there with
those guys and gals and you will learn more in one
match watching them, and yes, even asking
questions (no not a crime), than you ever could
staying in a group of all newer shooters.
This seems like a no brainer and quite obvious but its
surprising how frequently I see this not only not
being done but intentionally avoided.
Ok, that’s what I got for anyone just getting into the
wonderful and challenging sport of competition
shooting. I am always happy to personally offer any
help to any newer competitors, so don’t hesitate to
reach out to me on Facebook or Instagram.

# Click image to follow
Daniel on Instagram

Get out to a local match and check it out. Every
match I know of allows spectators free of charge,
just take eye and ear protection. You can learn a lot
just from watching and possibly make some
connections with local competitors which can be of
further help.

# Recommended by GTI
Magazine

# Click image to learn more
Made in USA and LIFE TIME
WARRANTY
Professional set of twelve
punches and tools
4140 alloy steel is heat treated
for the right hardness and
durability
QPQ finished for a rustpreventative coating
Set also includes a high quality
American made Canvas Roll Up
Pouch for easy storage or
hanging
Includes:
1/16″ Roll Pin Starter Punch
1/16″ Roll Pin Punch
5/64″ Roll Pin Starter Punch
5/64″ Roll Pin Punch
3/32″ Roll Pin Starter Punch
3/32″ Roll Pin Punch
3/32″ Bolt Catch Removal Punch
1/8″ Roll Pin Starter Punch
1/8″ Roll Pin Punch
Made in USA and LIFE TIME WARRANTY

# Click image to learn more

With several years of feedback from our customers, our armorers, and
other professional armorers in the industry we have made the best AR-15
punch set. This set has all of the punches and specialty tools to assemble
and disassemble an AR-15 upper and lower, including all its sub
components. Included with the tools is a high quality canvas roll up
pouch for quick and easy storage. This complete set has a life time
warranty, if you break it, we replace it.

Delrin Punch for starting trigger
and hammer pins as well as
pushing out take down and
hinge pins.
Small Drift Pin for positioning the
trigger and hammer in a lower
for easy installation.
Pivot Pin Detent Tool
Canvas roll up pouch

# SWAT Team Leader Course # 1.-5.11.2021
# Hosted by the Summerville SC Police Department

# Click images to learn more…

# Ken Witt

In the simplest terms, law
enforcement tactical operations
center on controlling
operational time and crisis-site
space. The maxim “the best is
the enemy of the good” aids in
controlling operational time by
recognizing that creating the
“best” plan uses a costly
amount of time. Conversely, a
“good” plan can be created and
disseminated quickly. The GTI
Team Leader course provides
students with the tools to
develop effective operational
plans, as well as the process for
building a team capable of
aggressively carrying out such
plans.
- Ken Witt

# Click image to learn more

#20

#Kontek Industries #Industry Day #GTI

# Click logo to learn more…

Kontek Industries provides some of the most advanced
security solutions to protect personnel, equipment and
the world's critical infrastructure. Kontek's value is
realized and demonstrated by our rapid response and
innovation enhanced with the ability to quickly design,
build, test, certify, and implement pedigreed solutions to
protect assets and resources from exposure to threats.

Kontek is pushing the boundaries of innovation;
Kontek Industry Day 2021 is a one of a kind event
for experts in law enforcement, security and
defense personnel, and leaders in the nuclear
sectors.
If you're looking to learn from industry
professionals or network with experts in critical
infrastructure, this event has got it all covered!
For a limited time only; spots are available now, so
be sure not to miss out on this amazing training
and networking opportunity!
This event open to all law enforcement, military &
nuclear/DOE security forces.

# Click image to register

# TRIGGER‘D #Update

We are excited to announce that the new dates have
been solidified and Trigger’d will be taking place on
March 23rd - 25th, 2022.
The 2022 Trigger’d Expo will bring all of the great
promised features from the 2021 event, but now
without having to compromise any elements due to
concerns in the area. With that said, Trigger’d is still
taking place at the Government Training Institute
(GTI) in Barnwell, SC. GTI was founded in 2003 to
address needs of state and local law enforcement
agencies throughout the United States with researchbased training. GTI's expansive, one-of-a-kind facility
is a decommissioned nuclear processing facility that
never went active.
One of GTI’s greatest features that continues to
present itself is its outdoor element. With over 450
acres available outdoors and over ½ million sq of
buildings, we are able to gather safely while still
bringing a hands-on trade show and expo. This is an
exclusive content-generating event with dedicated
photo and video resource generators for media,
buyers, and influencers.
The trade show and expo elements at GTI is an
invite-only in-person experience. Luckily, the
added benefit of our show is that our hybrid show
gives anyone the ability to experience the digital
e-show that is open to the world. Even if you aren’t
at the in-person event, you can still participate and
experience what Trigger’d has to offer.
This event stands out from other events in the
industry with an all-new virtual element. The event
features an online platform including live feeds from
sponsor booths, product demonstrations, as well as a
user-friendly portal for consumers and buyers to
order your product. Not only can you present your
products for purchase, you can also host huge online
giveaways, unveil & demonstrate new products, as
well as participate in our online silent auction.

# Click an image to learn more…
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# FOLLOW GTI MAGAZINE
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# This is GTI
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Decommission Nuclear Fuels Processing Plant
Over 200,000 square feet of buildings
Multiple CQB / CQC structures
Live fire / explosives range - scalable up to
300 yards
800 yard sniper range
135 foot tall sniper tower
50 million gallon controlled access privatewater training area
Towers and ascending structures for fast
roping and rappelling at multiple heights and
difficulties
Certified helipad - MH53 / CH47 capable
Rotary wing roof top landing access
Miles of pipes and large tanks for Fire /
USAR / EMS - confined space
Facilities to mimic small or large scale
CBRNE production and operations
Secure environment to conduct a wide
variety of tactics, techniques, procedures,
and equipment testing & evaluation
Driving area for convoy operations and PSD
training
Complex is SRTA and MMR (man marking
rounds) capable throughout
Night vision electro optics - blackout capable
Briefing areas / classrooms

# Click here to learn more…

# Business

# BECOME A SPONSOR
# JOIN OUR NETWORK
# MAKE YOUR BRAND SEEN
# GROW YOUR BUSINESS

# Contact: Click here
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